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NORTH CAROLINA HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATION EXPANDS RELATIONSHIP  
WITH MARSH & MCLENNAN AGENCY 

 
Raleigh, NC – 2 August 2018 – The North Carolina Healthcare Association (NCHA) announced 
today that Marsh & McLennan Agency (MMA) is their official business insurance partner in 
addition to their existing employee health and benefits relationship.  This partnership will provide 
more than 130 North Carolina member hospitals and health systems as well as affiliated 
healthcare provider organizations with the opportunity to advance their insurance coverage 
capabilities through MMA’s global resources. 
 
MMA has been the employee health and benefits partner for NCHA members for more than 
three years, providing consulting services and brokerage for hospitals and health systems 
throughout North Carolina.  These strategies have saved participating hospitals millions of 
dollars and improved the health and wellness of thousands of hospital and health system team 
members and care providers.  
 
As part of this expanded relationship, MMA will support NCHA member healthcare providers in 
implementing data-driven solutions that will improve efficiency and cost effectiveness, and 
provide unique programs to protect and mitigate risk. 
 
“We are so honored to work with the NCHA and make a difference in the healthcare industry in 
North Carolina,” said Michael Worsman, Senior Vice President with MMA.  “This relationship will 
impact hundreds of thousands of lives across the state and provide NCHA members with the 
opportunity to access global data insights that will improve their company’s financial conditions 
as well as mitigate their risk in a changing, tumultuous market.” 
 
“Hospitals and health systems are among the largest employers in 72 of the state’s 100 
counties,” said Steve Lawler, NCHA president. “Maintaining financial viability and providing 
strong employee benefit programs to recruit and retain talented individuals are vital for our 
members to continue providing high quality healthcare in our communities.” 
 
To learn more about Marsh & McLennan Agency, visit MMA-MidAtlantic.com. 
 



 

About Marsh & McLennan Agency 
Marsh & McLennan Agency LLC is a subsidiary of Marsh established in 2008 to serve as a 
platform for the middle market. In 2015, it expanded its national footprint into Canada. MMA 
offers commercial property, casualty, personal lines, and employee benefits to midsize 
businesses and individuals across North America. Follow Marsh & McLennan Agency Mid-
Atlantic on Twitter @MMAMidAtlantic, Linkedin, and YouTube. 
  
About Marsh 
A global leader in insurance broking and innovative risk management solutions, Marsh’s 30,000 
colleagues advise individual and commercial clients of all sizes in over 130 countries. Marsh is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Companies (NYSE: MMC), the leading global 
professional services firm in the areas of risk, strategy and people. With annual revenue over 
US$14 billion and nearly 65,000 colleagues worldwide, MMC helps clients navigate an 
increasingly dynamic and complex environment through four market-leading firms. In addition to 
Marsh, MMC is the parent company of Guy Carpenter, Mercer, and Oliver Wyman. Follow 
Marsh on Twitter @MarshGlobal; LinkedIn; Facebook; and YouTube, or subscribe to BRINK. 
 
About North Carolina Healthcare Association 
NCHA represents more than 130 individual and multi-hospital health systems in North Carolina 
— teaching, rural, small community, suburban, specialty, and continuing care facilities — 
providing acute care, rehabilitative, behavioral, psychiatric and veterans’ services.  Since 1918, 
NCHA has served as a resource for hospitals, health systems, and other stakeholders delivering 
information and insight, services, support, education, policy, and advocacy. Learn more at 
ncha.org   
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